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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day,
And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after
the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-10-01 Pages: 570
Publisher: Beijing Hope Electronic Press Information Title: UG
NX 8.0 Chinese version of the full product design tutorial (1DVD)
List Price: 69.80 yuan Author: Liu Ning Publisher: Beijing hopes
Electronic Publishing Date :2012-10-1ISBN: 9787830020514
Words: 845.000 yards: 570 Edition: 1 Binding: Paperback: 16
Weight: Editor's Choice SUMMARY book full and detailed
description of the form of examples UG NX 8 .0 software
commonly used command function. use a variety of industrial
applications. The book is divided into 18 chapters. which
specifically includes: UG NX 8.0 basics. UG NX8.0 basic
operations. the creation and editing of the curve. the sketch
function. feature modeling. feature operations and editing
features. surface features. assembly drawing design GC
toolbox. and UG in mold design. CNC machining. sheet metal
design. mechanical part design. surface design. tool design
industry specific applications. Reasonable structure of this
book. to explain clearly. is ideal the UG for beginners and UG
enthusiasts learning book. but also rare reference books 3D
designers. CNC machining and programming personnel. mold
designers. project construction personnel and technical
personnel....
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The best book i actually go through. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Gr eg  Her z og-- Pr of . Gr eg  Her z og

Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to
inform you that this is actually the greatest publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he
very best book for actually.
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